
Fort William

the centre and the waterfront, presenting
the driver with a rear view of some
spectacularly ugly buildings. The town’s
superb position, however, and efforts to
brand itself the ‘Outdoor Capital of the
UK’ mean it is packed with businesses
catering for walkers, with a growing
community of guides and instructors
offering every outdoor activity under the
sun (or rain!).

The town has good public transport
with regular trains on the dramatic West
Highland Line, as well as coaches from
Glasgow which head on to Skye or
Inverness. Taking the train to Mallaig or
south across Rannoch Moor is a great
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At the foot of Britain’s highest mountain,
Fort William is the natural base for anyone
tackling the Ben or any of the Munros
stretching from Glencoe to Invergarry or
as far as Creag Meagaidh to the east. As
the finale of the West Highland Way and
also the start of the Great Glen Way to
Inverness, there are always groups of 
footsore walkers tottering round the
Morrisons supermarket here, lugging
outsize rucksacks as they try to agree 
on provisions. 

Despite its fine setting, stretched out
along the banks of Loch Linnhe, Fort
William is blighted by the busy A82 dual-
carriageway bypass which runs between
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option for a day off – however, the
Jacobite steam train which strikes a Harry
Potteresque pose as it crosses the
impressive Glenfinnan Viaduct does get
heavily booked up. Also on offer for a rest
day are seal trips and cruises on Loch
Linnhe, canoeing and other watersports
on the Caledonian Canal and nearby Loch
Oich, or testing your bravery and bones
on the world-championship mountain
bike trails at Nevis Range. The Range also
has skiing and snowboarding in the
winter and a high-level zip wire course in
the summer. Those needing a proper rest
for aching limbs can seek out the
swimming pool with sauna and steam
room on the north side of town, or try
some retail therapy along the high street
which is packed with outdoor gear shops.

As you’d expect there are tons of places
to stay. Of note is the massive Glen Nevis
Campsite, beautifully situated in the glen,
a 3.5km walk from the town centre. Often
packed in the summer, it has excellent
facilities (including, on occasion, Handel’s
Water Music piped into the showers) and
zero-tolerance of rowdy groups. The
nearby SYHA can get very noisy and busy
in the summer, as can the independent
options in Fort William itself and at
nearby Corpach. There are B&Bs to suit
every budget as well as self-catering and
hotels, but despite the plentiful
accommodation it can be hard to find
last-minute options in high summer. 

Filling that hungry stomach is also not a

problem with many cafés, pubs and
restaurants. Of note is Nico’s fish and chip
shop on the High Street where you can sit
in and will always be served with a smile.
The Grog and Gruel is perhaps the pick of
the pubs, run by the owners of the
Clachaig Inn in Glencoe and providing
reliable and large-portioned fare. More
upmarket options include the Crannog,
which specialises in seafood, jutting out
into Loch Linnhe on the old pier. At the
other end of the scale, the cheap and
cheerful café in Morrisons, near the train
station, is always an option and opens
early for breakfast.

Glenfinnan and the Road to the Isles
The road leading onwards from Fort
William to Mallaig passes through classic
West Highland scenery, with mountains,
forests, rugged coastline and sandy
beaches. This huge chunk of the
Highlands stretches beautifully for miles
out to the mainland’s most westerly point
at Ardnamurchan, but contains only three
Munros, all east of the Road to the Isles.
Two of these are set back beyond the
spectacular viaduct at Glenfinnan, where
Bonnie Prince Charlie first unfurled his
standard at the beginning of the ill-fated
Jacobite rebellion of 1745. A monument
commemorating this enjoys a superb
outlook along Loch Shiel, and the tiny
village here does offer some facilities with
two hotels and a hostel set in old railway
carriages beside the West Highland Line.

Further north the landscape becomes
increasingly rugged with only a tiny
roller-coaster of tarmac threading an
unlikely passage along the north shore of
Loch Arkaig into the interior, and serving
as a jumping-off point for a couple of
Munro epics.

Invergarry and Glen Garry
Like Spean Bridge, Invergarry has one of
those strategic positions from which you
can easily be off and away up to the
Munros in several different directions. 
It sits where Glen Garry reaches the Great
Glen; a lonely single-track road makes a
tortuous course up by Loch Quoich 
before terminating at Kinlochhourn,
starting point for the walk-in to Knoydart
for many.

The Invergarry Hotel is always a popular
port of call and the Drynachan B&B is also
a reliable walker-friendly option, whilst
part way up the single-track itself is the
isolated Tomdoun Inn – once on the main
route to Skye but bypassed since the
hydro-electric schemes of the ’60s flooded
many of the glens. For those on a tighter
budget, the independent Invergarry Lodge
hostel is on the side road to Mandally,
whilst the Great Glen Hostel is beside the
A82 at Laggan.

Knoydart
With no road access to link it to the
outside world, Knoydart is the remotest
inhabited corner of mainland Scotland.
There are two main options for climbing
the spectacular peaks of this area, with
overnight stays either at Barrisdale Bay on
Loch Hourn or in Inverie. Home to most of
the peninsula’s inhabitants and facilities,
Inverie is easily accessible from Mallaig by
boat, whereas Barrisdale involves an
arduous hike from Kinlochhourn,
although it is also possible to get a boat
here from Arnisdale.

Accommodation at Barrisdale is 
limited to camping, or the estate bothy;
nominal fees are paid to the ghillie in 
the mornings. Inverie by contrast has a
choice of facilities, including several B&Bs,
a small shop, a superb pub in The Old
Forge, a bunkhouse and self catering
cottages, and offers the chance to see how
the community buy-out is progressing
first hand. The spanking-new pier is
testament to the influx of money to the
remote peninsula and locals understand
that welcoming visitors is key to their
economic success. The Knoydart
Foundation Bunkhouse could not be more
friendly and this is continued at the good
value waterside tearoom and at the Old
Forge itself. The main Bruce Watt ferry
provides a scheduled service every
weekday in summer, less frequently at
other times, and Knoydart Seabridge
provides alternative sailings including 
at weekends. 
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Ben Nevis (1344m) venomous hill
Carn Mor Dearg (1220m) big red rocky hill

Distance 19km
Ascent 1560m
Time 9 – 10 hours
Start point OS Grid ref: NN123731 
Map OS Explorer 392 
Public transport rail and coaches to Fort
William; bus (41) heads along Glen Nevis
– very infrequent in winter
Terrain & hazards heading up to Carn Mor
Dearg from the hut is unremittingly
steep and pathless; the aréte itself is airy
but any actual scrambling is minimal;
the whole route is long and strenuous,
with very careful navigation needed for
the descent from Ben Nevis when there 
is snow and poor visibility

Any fine day in the summer sees hordes
of visitors swarming up the ‘Mountain
Track’ to the top of Ben Nevis – for many
it will be the only hill they will ever climb.
For the more experienced, however, there
is a more exciting option that does real
justice to Britain’s highest mountain.
The spectacular Carn Mor Dearg arête
gives an airy traverse along its elegant
curving crest, whilst providing grandstand
views of the awesome north face. 

Park at the visitor centre in Glen Nevis
where you can usually get up-to-date
weather information. From the opposite
end of the car park, cross a footbridge and

turn right to follow the River Nevis
upstream for a short distance before
turning left to climb a stile and meet the
original Ben Nevis path from Achintree
Farm. Bear right along this broad path,
passing a plantation and gaining height
gradually at first; at around 160m up, a
path from the youth hostel joins from the
right. Beyond this the route starts to
ascend a series of wide zigzags; there are
excellent views up Glen Nevis to the
Mamores, with Stob Ban prominent.

Higher up, the path winds round above
the valley of the Red Burn. Watch out for
where the path makes a sharp left turn as
it approaches the head of the valley;
another zigzag leads up to the flatter
ground with Lochan Meall an t-Suidhe –
known as the ‘half-way lochan’ – over to
the left. The path keeps a fair distance
from the water and soon reaches a
junction. The main route up the Ben
continues to the right; instead branch
north to take a path that leads off round
to the foot of the north face.

After about 1km the path curves right to
begin traversing into the corrie beneath
some of the highest and most spectacular
climbing routes in Britain. You’ll pass
Castle Ridge, Carn Dearg Buttress and
Trident Buttress in turn before the path
reaches the CIC (Charles Inglis Clark)
Memorial Hut, managed by the Scottish
Mountaineering Club. Tower Ridge looms

Ben Nevis
Carn Mor Dearg

1

Ben Nevis above Caol 385384
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Alternatives 
The vast majority of those climbing ‘The
Ben’ will use the main track throughout.
This begins as described above but after
Lochan Meall an t-Suidhe it ignores the
fork to follow the stony zigzag path all the
way up onto the plateau, before

descending by the same route. The above
route can also be started from the North
Face car park near Torlundy, reaching Carn
Mor Dearg along its ridge and descending
back to the Allt a'Mhuillin from Lochan
Meall an t'Suidhe.

Ben Nevis • Carn Mor DeargFort William

above – the most famous and longest of
all the climbs on the mountain, it was first
climbed by Norman Collie. 

From the hut the going gets tough;
head up the very steep, pathless side of
the ridge leading to Carn Mor Dearg. Aim
directly east to eventually reach the grassy
ridge between Carn Dearg Meadhonach
and Carn Mor Dearg. Bear right along 
the ridge to get to the summit. Although
this is the ninth highest Munro, it is
overshadowed by the majesty of the north
face of Ben Nevis across the way. The arête
can also clearly be seen curving between
the two peaks. 

Leave the summit in a southwesterly
direction at first and then bear south
along the clear ridge. There are some
sections of fairly easy scrambling, but the
large stable slabs of rock provide
reassurance and any difficulties can
usually be overcome by resorting to
shuffling if you are not bothered about
your dignity or style, or using a path just
below the crest. This is one of the best
ridge walks in Britain. 

Eventually the arête starts to ascend as
it nears the bulk of Ben Nevis. Finally, a
faint path zigzags up the bouldery slopes
to reach the summit plateau just a short
way from the trig point. There is a great

sense of satisfaction and some smugness
at having climbed the longer and more
involving route, but everyone’s ascent of
Britain’s highest mountain is a personal
achievement – you are very unlikely to be
alone at the top. 

To descend, follow the main route
down. Great care is needed with
navigation in poor visibility and snowy
conditions – there have been many fatal
accidents to those who, in trying to avoid
Gardyloo Gully on the north face, fall into
the trap of Five Finger Gully on the other
flank of the Ben. To steer a course
between these two gullies when the
route cannot be seen, follow a bearing
from the summit of 231 degrees for 150m,
and then keep on a bearing of 
282 degrees – remember to allow for
current magnetic variation, and be careful
to stay on this bearing during the 100m
steepening known as Maclean’s Steep.
This will help you pass the most
dangerous area. If visibility is good you
can follow the well-worn path which
zigzags down the slope. This leads
towards Lochan Meall an t-Suidhe,
crossing the Red Burn shortly before
reaching the path junction encountered
on the way up. Bear left here to return to
the visitor centre.
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389388 Carn Mor Dearg seen from the North Face of Ben Nevis
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Alternatives
Walkers looking for a quick way to the
summit of Aonach Mor can ride the Nevis
Range Gondola to the Snowgoose
Restaurant at an altitude of 650m. From
there the summit plateau is within much
easier reach, though if including Aonach
Beag you will have to return back over
Aonach Mor.

Aonach Beag (1234m) little ridged mountain
Aonach Mor (1221m) big ridged mountain

Distance 16.5km
Ascent 1375m
Time 7 – 8 hours
Start point OS Grid ref: NN168691
Map OS Explorer 392 
Public transport bus (41) from Fort
William (very limited in winter)
Terrain & hazards good navigation skills
are needed on the wide summit plateau
which has very steep flanks; the descent
from Aonach Mor is steep with boggy
ground at lower levels 

An approach from beautiful Glen Nevis
avoids the ski developments on this
ascent of two of Britain’s highest
mountains. The route gives a feeling of
wildness which may be lacking if these
summits are tackled using the Nevis
gondola on their northern slopes.

Start from the car park at the end of 
the public road up Glen Nevis, beneath a
massive waterslide coming down from
the Ben. From the car park follow the
main path into mixed woodland; the 
glen soon narrows into the dramatic
Nevis Gorge. Eventually the path emerges
from the trees onto a picturesque green
pasture with the dramatic cascades of the
Steall Falls backed by the peaks of the
Mamores – surely one of the most
enchanting spots in Scotland and a world

away from the bustle of the lower glen.
Stay on the main path which follows

the glen round to the left into more
desolate country. After 1km cross a bridge
to reach the ruins of a small settlement.
Turn off the main path here to follow a
faint path up rough ground to the right of
the Allt Coire nan Laogh, eventually
gaining the ridge leading up to Sgurr
a’Bhuic to avoid difficult ground at the
back of Coire nan Laogh. This Top has
good views of the Mamores and Grey
Corries. Continue along the ridge to a
bealach before climbing steeply by the
cliff edge to gain the Top of Stob Coire
Bhealaich. There is then a slight
depression before continuing up onto the
great dome of Aonach Beag.

Despite beag meaning ‘small’ and mor
meaning ‘big’, Aonach Beag is actually
higher than Aonach Mor; the name of the
latter refers to its sheer bulk. Head down
the northwest slopes which soon steepen
and narrow to reach the bealach with the
wider slope of Aonach Mor. Take care in
poor visibility when navigation is
difficult; to both east and west are
massive sweeps of broken crags. Aim
north where the slopes soon widen onto
the long summit plateau, which has
impressive cliffs falling to the east. The
summit is right in the middle of the
plateau and can take some finding in
mist. For the descent, head back across

Aonach Beag
Aonach Mor

2
Aonach Beag • Aonach Mor
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Stob Ban (999m) white peak
Mullach nan Coirean (939m) 
summit of the corries

Distance 13km
Ascent 1155m
Time 6 – 8 hours
Start point OS Grid ref: NN145683
Map OS Explorer 392 
Public transport bus (41) from Fort
William (very limited in winter)
Terrain & hazards steep ridges with scree;
rocky sections on Stob Ban; boggy in the
forest on the descent

One of the most distinctive peaks in the
Mamores, Stob Ban is an instantly
recognisable backdrop to many beautiful
Glen Nevis views. This excellent ridge
walk links it to Mullach nan Coirean to
make a grand circuit. 

Start from the car park up to the right
just before the bridge at Polldubh on the
Glen Nevis road. The bridge offers a good
view of the falls on the Allt Coire a’
Mhusgain; do not cross but instead take a
track – which soon becomes a path,
leading south. It climbs steadily and
passes along the flanks of Sgurr a’ Mhaim,
keeping a fair way above the deep ravine
of the burn and passing through scattered
woodland before reaching upper Coire

a’Mhusgain. The path continues rising to
reach an upper level before finally
emerging on the bealach. Stob Ban looks
a little intimidating – bear west along the
ridge. Grassy at first, the upper slopes
consist of scree and loose rocks. The
summit is dramatically set above the
northeastern corrie and, as might be
expected from its prominent position, 
has spectacular views of both Glen 
and Ben Nevis.

Follow the north ridge to reach a 
knoll at a junction of ridges. From here,
take the west ridge towards Mullach 
nan Coirean; there are scree slopes 
on the flanks, but the ridge itself is
straightforward and the final ascent 
to the flat summit is gentle.

To return to Glen Nevis head north at
first, following the rim of the steep eastern
corrie to the right to gain the northeast
ridge. This leads down towards an area of
forestry, now clear felled. At the high
fence, turn left and follow it steeply down
to the stream. Cross a stile and follow a
new path through the felled area to gain a
forest track. Head along this, forking left
downhill when a junction is reached. At
the sharp bend ahead, take the good path
which descends more directly through the
trees to return to Polldubh.
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397396 Stob Ban from Ben Nevis
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399398 Sgurr a’ Mhaim and the Devil’s Ridge
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An Gearanach (982m) the complainer
Stob Coire a’Chairn (981m)
peak of the corrie of the cairn
Am Bodach (1032m) the old man
Sgurr a’ Mhaim (1099m) 
peak of the rounded hill

Distance 16km
Ascent 1675m
Time 9 – 11 hours
Start point OS Grid ref: NN168691
Map OS Explorer 392 
Public transport bus (41) from Fort
William to Lower Falls car park
Terrain & hazards a long and tough day;
although the route follows a path for
much of the way, there are many sections
of easy scrambling which some may find
more difficult because of the exposure

This horseshoe of spectacular ridges is
undoubtedly one of the finest hillwalks
in Scotland. Four Munros linked by airy
sections of aréte, including some
scrambling. Best kept for a fine day to
enjoy it to the full, the Ring of Steall is a
highlight in any Munro-bagger’s diary. 

Start from the car park at the very end of
the public road up Glen Nevis. Follow the

main path which leads through the trees
and passes through the very impressive
Nevis Gorge. The gorge suddenly opens
out into a green meadow backed by the
Steall Falls – a stunning sight. Fork right
from the main path to reach the wire
bridge over the Water of Nevis. The bridge
consists of three cables – one for the feet
and two as handrails – and requires a fine
sense of balance to cross. When the river
is low, it is possible to paddle across if you
don’t want to risk tumbling from the
bridge, even if you are mocked by children
crossing and re-crossing the three strands
of wire for fun. Turn left on the far side to
pass the Steall Hut, property of the
Lochaber Mountaineering Club, and cross
the rocks at the base of the Falls
themselves – this could be impossible
after heavy rains. 

After passing the base of the next
buttress, cross a smaller burn then join an
old stalkers’ path which climbs up to the
right beside an eroded gully. Further on,
the route gains height through a series of
zigzags before swinging to the right to join
a ridge. After a steep section the ridge leads
on more easily to the summit of An
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Gearanach, the first Munro of the day; there
are superb views looking back to Ben Nevis.

Screw on your head for heights for the
next section which leads along the rocky
areete of An Garbhanach, a Top. The easy
but airy scrambling is comparable to the
Carn Mor Dearg Aréte. After descending to
a bealach climb up towards Stob Coire
a’Chairn; there is some loose scree near
the top. At this point the main spine of

the Mamores ridge is joined and there are
good views to the east along it towards
Binnein Mor.

Descend the grassy southwest ridge,
traversing a minor summit before
climbing much more steeply to Am
Bodach. There are some loose rocks and
very mild scrambling before the summit
is reached. From here follow the west
ridge down to a high bealach and continue

4
The Ring of Steall
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to Sgurr an Iubhair. This summit was a
Munro from 1981, when it was promoted
from being a humble Top, until 1997 when
it was demoted again. You’ll have to ask the
Scottish Mountaineering Club what is
going on with that one! From here the
route turns towards the intimidating-
sounding Devil’s Ridge – don’t dwell on the
mindset of those who give these worrying
nicknames to mountain features. Instead,
set out to descend easily northwest to a
wide bealach before tackling the traverse of
Stob Coire a’ Mhail. Although exposed and
narrow, the crest is mainly grassy with a
path. Shortly after the summit there is a
rockier section; the trickiest section of ridge
crest can be avoided by following a bypass
path which descends a short distance to
the left. Even the bypass option involves a
rather awkward step around a projecting
boulder – perhaps worse in anticipation
than in reality. Once back on the ridge it
continues without further difficulty up to
Sgurr a’ Mhaim, whose upper slopes are
covered with quartzite scree. This is the
highest summit of the day and a
magnificent viewpoint. Stob Ban looks
particularly fine to the southwest, but the
highlight is undoubtedly looking back 
along the Devil’s Ridge – now viewed with
smug satisfaction rather than a knot in 
the stomach.

The most obvious descent would
appear to be down the northeast ridge,
heading towards Steall. However, there is
precipitous ground lower down which has

seen several fatal accidents – do not be
tempted to head this way as there is no
safe route from the corrie floor to the glen
below. Instead, follow the northwest ridge
from the summit, over quartzite at first
and then steeply over grass. This is still a
relentless descent and is hard on the
knees, eventually leading down to the
path by the Allt Coire a’Mhusgain.
Accompany this to reach the road near
Polldubh Falls. Unless you’re catching a
lift, cross the bridge and follow the road
for 2.5km to the start. It is possible to
avoid some tarmac by taking a path on
the south side of the river before crossing
the bridge at NN158684 to rejoin the road.

Alternatives
The Mamores are packed with fine ridges,
providing a multitude of options. One
great variation would be to ascend Sgurr
a’ Mhaim and follow the Devil's Ridge to
Sgurr an Iubhair, but then descend to the
bealach to the west, perhaps continuing
to include Stob Ban and maybe even
Mullach nan Coirean. 

Non-scramblers could tackle An
Gearanach by the ascent route given 
and return the same way; likewise 
Sgurr a’ Mhaim could be ascended out-
and-back from Polldubh Falls using the
descent route described above. If taking
these options then Am Bodach and Stob
Coire a’Chairn could then be climbed on
their own from the Kinlochleven side 
of the range.

Sgor Gaibhre (955m) goat’s peak
Carn Dearg (941m) red rocky hill

Distance 21.75km
Ascent 975m
Time 7 – 8 hours
Start point OS Grid ref: NN356664 
Map OS Explorer 385 
Public transport train to Corrour Station
on West Highland Line (no road access)
Terrain & hazards tracks, hillpaths;
pathless on the main climb and descent

Though their outlines are unspectacular,
the remote setting of Sgor Gaibhre and
Carn Dearg above beautiful Loch Ossian
more than makes up for any lack of
character. This route from Corrour
Station has the advantage of a high-level
start to minimise the effort. Rather than
completing the hills between trains, the
trip is greatly enhanced by an overnight
stay at the idyllic eco-hostel on the
shores of the loch.

Start with the train journey on the West
Highland Line to Corrour Station.
Whether approaching from the north or
south, the rail journey is a memorable
one, running through magnificently
remote countryside. With no public road
access, Corrour is the most isolated
station on Britain’s rail network and may
be familiar from its role in the film
Trainspotting. In 2012 the Station House
was opened – with rave reviews – as a

restaurant by new owners; this can be a
useful refuge as you wait for the return
train. For an atmospheric overnight stay
try the original Loch Ossian Hostel which
comes into view as you start the walk
along the vehicle track towards the loch.
This enjoys perhaps the most perfect
setting of any hostel, right down by the
water’s edge amongst a group of pines. It
was once the waiting room for private
guests of Corrour Estate; here they would
await the steamer which would take them
along the water to the shooting lodge.
The hostel was given an eco-makeover by
the SYHA in the 1990s and now – with
composting toilets, but no showers – it
can cater for up to 20 guests. 

At a fork in the track keep right and,
further on when it branches left to the
hostel, turn right instead onto a recently
improved path. This forms part of the
ancient Road to the Isles route which
leads eventually to Rannoch Station. The
path gradually gains height, but becomes
very wet underfoot as it crosses the flat
ground east of Meall na Lice. It meets
another path by Peter’s Rock – a memorial
to Peter Trowell, a warden at the hostel,
who died nearby in 1979.

Leave the paths behind and head
directly up the open slope over moorland
to Meall na Leitire Duibhe. Now follow the
broad, bumpy shoulder around Coire
Creagach to reach the fine cairn which

Sgor Gaibhre
Carn Dearg

5
Fort William
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marks the summit of Carn Dearg.
Although lower than many of the
surrounding mountains its central
position makes it a wonderful vantage
point over the wild country at the heart of
the Highlands. 

The route down to Mam Ban is not
immediately obvious, though the grassy
cone of Sgor Gaibhre and its twin Top,
Sgor Choinnich, can easily be seen on a
clear day. Bear northeast over a small
intervening hillock and on down a steeper
section to reach the boggy bealach. From
here the route up Sgor Gaibhre is much
clearer, with a path leading directly up to
the summit which sports a much smaller
cairn. The eastern side of the mountain

falls away steeply to give depth to the
massive bulk of Ben Alder beyond.

Take care in poor visibility on the
descent to the Bealach nan Sgor as there
is steep ground on the right – head
northwest initially to avoid this. From the
col steep slopes lead up to Sgor
Choinnich, a twin to Sgor Gaibhre though
only classified as a Top. It can be bypassed
by making a rising traverse to the left
from the bealach, or climbed direct. Either
way, head over gentle slopes to cross
Meall Nathrach Mor, and continue down
the pathless heather towards the foot of
Loch Ossian, aiming just to the right of
the plantations. Make for the gate in the
fence beside a burn and, once through,

keep just right of a felled area to
eventually pick up a clear path. Turn left
onto this, crossing a bridge to reach 
Loch Ossian. Immediately on the right is
the futuristic Corrour Lodge; completed 
in 2003 at a rumoured cost of over £20
million, the granite and glass structure
was commissioned by an heir to the
Tetrapak fortune. It looks like the lair of a
Bond villain, although more mundanely it
currently provides a country retreat for
paying guests. 

Turn left along the track for the long
but beautiful walk along the edge of Loch
Ossian. Keep right at the fork and head
through forestry where rhododendrons
provide a splash of Himalayan colour

during the spring. The conifers eventually
give way to birches and finally open
ground before Loch Ossian hostel is
reached. If not staying here, continue to
the station. 

Alternatives
If you don’t like trains, one alternative is
an approach from Loch Eigheach on the
lonely road from Kinloch Rannoch in
Perthshire to Rannoch Station. The walk
from here is a long horseshoe of humpy
ridges around the headwaters of the Allt
Eigheach, though for bagging-fiends there
is the advantage of including a Corbett,
Meall na Meoig, along the way. 

Sgor Gaibhre • Carn DeargFort William
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Beinn na Lap (935m) dappled hill

Distance 10km
Time 3 – 5 hours
Start point NN356664
Map OS Explorer 385 
Public transport train to Corrour Station
on West Highland Line (no road access)
Terrain & hazards boggy lower slopes;
pathless, indistinct ridge higher up 

Beinn na Lap – otherwise in the middle 
of nowhere – is easily accessed from
Corrour Station, the most remote 
stop on the fabulous West Highland Line.
A starting height of 400m helps to make
the ascent one of the quickest amongst
the Munros. The hill is unspectacular, but
the views – over Rannoch Moor and the
nearby mountains – are excellent. Soak
up the unique atmosphere of the area
with a stay at the waterside Loch Ossian
Youth Hostel. 

Taking the train to Corrour Station is a
real treat. The timetable from the north
(Tulloch is the nearest station) is better
for day walkers, but the remote rail trip is
enjoyable from any start point. There is
no vehicular access unless you are staying
on the Corrour Estate and even then your
suspension will be tested by miles of
Landrover track to reach Loch Ossian 
from the north. 

Corrour Station House is now run 
as a restaurant, whilst the tiny but
atmospheric hostel at nearby Loch Ossian
provides accommodation. The Ossian

Hostel is a converted steamer waiting
room and provides a cosy and characterful
place to stay with a wood-burning stove
and ecofriendly composting loos.

From the train station follow the track
east across the moor. Loch Ossian soon
comes into view with the tiny hostel visible
amongst a stand of trees by the water.
Before reaching it, branch left at a fork and
then left again at the next junction, past a
vehicle barrier. Almost immediately, leave
the track where it bends left to follow an
indistinct boggy path heading directly for
the west ridge of Beinn na Lap. The climb
soon steepens with improving views back
down over Loch Ossian.

Once on the broad ridge of Ceann Caol
Beinn na Lap the gradient eases. The
rocky ground crosses a number of
rounded lumps before the summit comes
into sight. At this point a square
windshelter cairn on the right edge of the
ridge provides commanding views over
the loch below.

The effort required to reach the top
really is negligible by Munro standards
because of the high-level start and it can
be a surprise to arrive at the summit cairn.
Beinn na Lap gives a fine perspective on
the arc of higher summits around as well
as the more open sweep towards Rannoch
Moor. The easiest return is by the same
outward route. If time allows Beinn na Lap
makes a good combination with the
horseshoe Corbett Leum Uilleam on the
other side of the railway line.

Beinn na Lap

0 2km

Alternatives 
To make a longer circular route, follow the
Sron na Cloiche Sgoilite ridge and then
take the path and track back through

Strath Ossian and along the north shore
of Loch Ossian to pick up the outward
track back to the station.
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Gulvain (987m) hill of noise

Distance 21km
Ascent 1230m
Time 7 – 10 hours
Start point OS Grid ref: NM960794 
Maps OS Explorers 398 & 399
Terrain & hazards long walk in to remote
hill with grassy but steep ascent 

The solitary Munro of Gulvain may be far
from roads, but Gleann Fionnlighe
makes for a pleasant, if lengthy,
approach. The lower slopes give a long
pull up steep grass, but the final ridge
above and its stunning views are an
ample reward.

The walk starts from near the junction
of the A830 and the A861, but the best
place to leave a car is a short distance
along the A861 at a lay-by on the right.
Return to the A830 and briefly turn right
beside it and then left onto a track to
some houses. Turn right at the houses
and cross a bridge; the walk now turns up
the gated track on the left (SP Footpath to
Strathan). The track leads up the east side
of the glen at first, climbing slightly
through the birchwoods. After 2km it
crosse back over the Fionn Lighe and
continues up the glen.

Pass the deserted building at Uachan,
after which the track becomes much
rougher, some cyclists may want to
abandon their bikes here. When the track
forks, keep right, staying near the river.

Some 2km beyond Uachan, the forest is
left behind as the track continues up the
now open Gleann Fionnlighe, eventually
becoming a path. After 2km cross a bridge
over the Allt a’choire Reidh; a chance to
stop and examine the steep and
featureless grassy slopes of Gulvain
ahead. Shortly after crossing the burn,
look out for a small cairn which indicates
a path forking off to the right. After
around 0.5km further a hill path heads left
to begin the ascent, which is continuously
steep up to a minor hump at 855m. Here
the gradient eases and the walk continues
pleasantly along the ridge to the trig
point on the south top. This is not the
Munro summit, however; the higher cairn
on Gulvain is just over 1km further along
the ridge. It descends slightly to a level
bealach before a fine narrower section
leads up to the true summit, from where
the lochs and mountains of West
Lochaber spread out as far as the eye can
see. Return by the same route – it may
seem a very long way! 

Alternatives
It is possible – if you are very fit – to head
up Glen Mallie and then climb northwest
to a bealach at 536m which is crossed by a
drystone dyke. Alternatively, this point
could be reached by traversing Mullach
Coire nan Geur-oirean – a tongue-twisting
Graham. The route then ascends the ridge
to arrive directly at the summit cairn.
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Sgurr Thuilm (963m) peak of the hillock
Sgurr nan Coireachan (956m) 
peak of the corries

Distance 23km
Ascent 1445m
Time 9 – 10 hours
Start point OS Grid ref: NM906808
Map OS Explorer 398
Public transport train or bus to
Glenfinnan
Terrain & hazards excellent track on
approach could be cycled; the summits
and ridges are steep, rugged and rocky

The viaduct, monument, and views down
Loch Shiel from Glenfinnan make it one
of Scotland’s most celebrated locations.
Its two Munros are set well back,
however, and receive far less attention.
Nonetheless, the traverse of these very
rugged, steep peaks makes for a superb
but demanding day.

Turn north onto a tarred track off the
A830 at Glenfinnan, just northwest of the
bridge over the River Finnan; there is then
a parking area on the right-hand side. The
walk begins along the private tarmac road
which leads up the glen, soon passing
under the impressive railway viaduct. The
viaduct carries the celebrated West
Highland line from Fort William to
Mallaig and has been made even more
famous due its starring role in the first
Harry Potter film. Continue up the glen,

ignoring any turnings, and after 3km cross
the Allt a Chaol-ghlinne. Once over the
bridge turn right onto a rougher track to
reach the old cottage of Corryhully. The
estate maintains this shelter which can be
used as a bothy outwith the stalking
season. Follow the track up the west bank
of the River Finnan for 2km before
crossing a bridge and continuing on the
track to the right. 

After 250m strike off northeast; there are
traces of a rough path at first, but this
becomes indistinct as you climb steeply
onto the Druim Coire a’ Bheithe ridge just
to the right of a burn. Once the ridge
becomes better defined follow it; after a
flat shoulder it turns north and crosses a
minor lump, passing some fenceposts
before the final short pull up to Sgurr
Thuilm. The ground falls away steeply to
the north and west, making for
spectacular views into Knoydart. 

Retrace the route as far down as the
fenceposts and then bear west along the
ridge that leads to Sgurr nan Coireachan.
The ridge passes over four intervening
lumps and the rough ground makes it
slow going, but traces of a path help
before it eventually climbs to the trig
point at the top of Sgurr nan Coireachan.
This second Munro of the day is, if
anything, an even finer viewpoint than
the first. To descend take the southeast
ridge towards the minor peak of Sgurr a’
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Choire Riabhaich. Cross the narrow ridge
with care and head steeply downhill,
eventually picking up a stalkers’ path
when the slope eases. This heads to the
left, diagonally cutting across the east
flank of the ridge before eventually
leading down to the track in the glen.
Turn right to retrace your steps for the
long walk back to Glenfinnan.

Alternatives
It is also possible to approach these peaks
from the end of the public road near the
head of Loch Arkaig. This way is even
rougher and involves a tricky crossing of
the River Pean near the end, making it
impossible if the water level is high. Pass
through Strathan and then cross a bridge
over the Pean at the foot of Gleann
Cuirnean. Strike off up Meill an Fhir-eoin,
avoiding a couple of craggy sections, and
continue up the ridge to Sgurr Thuilm. 

After traversing to Sgurr nan Coireachan
as described above, return to the last
bealach on the ridge between the summit
and Meall nan Tarmachan. From here it 
is possible to make a steep descent
northeast at first, then traverse the rough
ground of an indistinct ridge above Coire
nan Gall to reach point 406m. Finally, 
aim to reach the floor of the glen near 
the Glen Pean Bothy at the edge of 
the forestry. The river itself is the final
obstacle; on the far side the path can be
picked up for the return to the start.

Fort William

Glenfinnan Viaduct
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Sron a’ Choire Ghairbh (937m)
nose of the rough corrie
Meall na Teanga (917m) 
rounded hill of the tongue

Distance 19km
Ascent 1260m
Time 7 – 8 hours
Start point OS Grid ref: NN278958
Map OS Explorer 400
Public transport bus to Laggan Lochs –
just over 1km from start
Terrain & hazards straightforward 
hillwalking on mainly grassy hills 
– a long day

Sron a’ Choire Ghairbh and Meall na
Teanga rise steeply above Loch Lochy 
and are a familiar landmark on a drive
through the Great Glen. The ascent from
Kilfinnan approaches through forestry
plantations, but the views are excellent
and the going fairly straightforward.

There is limited parking on a grassy area
just before the road crosses the bridge
over the Kilfinnan Burn. Take care not to
obstruct any passing or turning spaces.
Start by crossing the bridge and following
the Great Glen Way in the direction of Fort
William. Pass the farm and follow the
track running along the edge of the
woodland, passing some chalets before
entering the forest.

At a fork, the Great Glen Way heads left

downhill towards the Loch. Branch right
here and follow the gently rising track.
After about 2km, at a large boulder, 
turn right. The path climbs steeply
through the forest. Once above the trees 
it continues along the north flank of the
valley of the Allt Glas-Dhoire, aiming for
the narrow pass between the two hills.
This route is an old ‘Coffin Road’, once
used by crofters to carry the dead to the
graveyard at Kilfinnan. 

On reaching the bealach you have 
a choice of which Munro to tackle 
first. For Sron a’ Choire Gairbh follow 
the well-engineered zigzags stalkers’ 
path on the north side of the bealach 
to eventually gain a grassy ridge. It is 
then a short walk along the edge of 
the broken cliffs to the summit cairn.
There are impressive views up the Great
Glen and towards the wilderness of
Knoydart, and the next Munro, Meall 
na Teanga, is profiled against a backdrop
of Ben Nevis. 

Retrace your steps to the bealach. The
route for Meall na Teanga is less obvious;
climb across the slopes of Meall Dubh to
reach the bealach to its right. Now aim for
the broad north ridge of Meall nan
Teanga, which levels off before the
summit cairn. Ben Nevis is seen to better
effect from here. Return to the bealach
and retrace your steps to Kilfinnan.

Sron a’ Choire Ghairbh
Meall na Teanga

Sron a’ Choire Ghairbh • Meall na Teanga
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Whistle of the Breast – as the wind can
tear cruelly through this gap. The ascent
to Sgurr na Ciche appears intimidating.
However, a path winds first to the left
before making a series of zigzags to reach
the shapely summit and its classic view
along the length of Loch Nevis.

The return is energy-sapping – so be
prepared. Return to the Feadan na Ciche
and then aim southwest down into a
gulch. This is steep and requires care with
some straightforward scrambling. Keep
heading down once out of the gully until,
at about 650m, you can bear southeast
across the shoulder of Garbh Chioch
Mhor. Keep going in the same direction to
pick up the path from Sourlies (on Loch
Nevis) to Glendessary. Turn left along this
boggy path. At a fork there are two
options; either branch left above the
forestry to rejoin the outward route, or
turn right to head down through the
trees. If taking the latter option the terrain
is often sodden; you eventually come to
the River Dessary which you accompany
downstream to reach the end of a track.
This leads through an open section and
then close to A’ Chuil Bothy before re-
entering the trees. After a further 4km,
turn left at a junction to cross the river at
Strathan and return to the start. 

Alternatives
This is a great area for wild camping or
staying overnight in one of several
bothies; doing this opens up many
different combinations and possibilities.
One option is to stay at the tiny, basic
shelter at Sourlies at the head of Loch
Nevis and then ascend Sgurr na Ciche
along its long western ridge. Sourlies, like
A’ Chuil, is maintained by volunteers from
the Mountain Bothies Association; if
visiting any of the bothies please help by
keeping them tidy and carrying out any
rubbish you find there.

Sgurr na Ciche (1040m) peak of the breast
Garbh Chioch Mhor (1013m)
big rough place of the breast
Sgurr nan Coireachan (953m) 
peak of the corries

Distance 26km
Ascent 1520m
Time 10 – 12 hours
Start point OS Grid ref: NM988916
Map OS Explorer 398
Terrain & hazards boggy lower ground;
the walk crosses exceptionally rugged,
rocky terrain which can be exhausting

This route traverses one of the most
rugged and magnificent mountain ridges
in Scotland, culminating in the steep,
pointed summit of Sgurr na Ciche at the
head of Loch Nevis. The tough, rocky
terrain gives this very remote route an
epic feel. 

The single-track road along beautiful
Loch Arkaig has bumps, twists and turns
to match any rollercoaster before it ends
near the head of the loch. There is only
very limited parking on the verges so take
care not to block the turning area before
beginning the walk along the private
track. Branch right at a fork (SP Tomdoun
and Morar) and keep on the main route
when the Tomdoun path goes off to the
right. Pass Glendessary Farm and the

Sgurr na Ciche
Garbh Chioch Mhor
Sgurr nan Coireachan

Lodge before reaching Upper Glendessary.
Two paths continue from here; take the

one to the right, an ancient right of way
which climbs towards the top corner of
the forestry seen ahead. It then carries on
across the hillside just above the trees
and is very wet in places. When you
eventually reach the Allt Coire nan Uth,
look out for the bridge and, once across,
begin climbing directly up the steep
slopes that lead onto the south ridge of
Sgurr nan Coireachan. The pull up is
unrelenting, but as the ridge becomes
better defined the gradient eases for the
final more pleasant approach to the
summit cairn. 

Descend the very steep west ridge,
continuing down to the Bealach Coire nan
Gall. There is a path which follows the
remains of a drystone dyke; it rises
steeply and traverses Garbh Chioch Bheag
to reach the larger Garbh Chioch Mhor.
The ridge is rocky and contorted, making
for slow going, but the views of the
magnificently rugged landscapes from the
cairn at the second Munro of the day
repay any amount of effort.

Keep following the wall as it drops
steeply down to the bealach with the
impressive cone of Sgurr na Ciche ahead.
On all but the stillest day the bealach lives
up to its name ‘Feadan na Ciche’ – the

Sgurr na Ciche • Garbh Chioch Mhor • Sgurr nan Coireachan
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Sgurr Mor (1003m) big peak

Distance 24km
Ascent 1510m
Time 9 – 11 hours
Start point OS Grid ref: NM987916 
Map OS Explorer 398 
Terrain & hazards rough and remote
walking on pathless ground with some
steep and some boggy sections; the 
River Kingie may be impassable in spate

Sgurr Mor, a rocky and steep peak
between Loch Quoich and lonely Glen
Kingie, must rank as one of the remotest
Munros. Unless you have a kayak or boat
to cross the loch, the quickest ascent
involves a long walk from Glendessary 
to the south. 

After the tortuous but beautiful drive
up Loch Arkaig, park just short of the
turning area at the end of the public road.
There is room for several cars on the
verge; take care not to block the turning
area. Go through the gate and branch
right (SP Morar and Tomdoun) when the
track forks. Keep straight ahead when the
Tomdoun path leaves to the right and
continue on the track beside the Allt na
Feithe. Immediately after crossing the Allt
na Feithe turn right (north) onto an
indistinct path, soon passing through a
gate and climbing towards the pass. Sgurr
Mor comes into view across Glen Kingie
as the gradient eases, but the going
becomes increasingly boggy as the top of
the pass is reached; aim directly north

across pathless ground to descend into
the glen.

Glen Kingie is one of the Highlands’
emptiest glens, with the solitary bothy 
at Kinbreak being the only building for
many miles down the glen. The river 
must be forded – this usually presents 
no problem, but if in spate it can be
impossible to cross safely without a 
long detour.

Bear directly north up the hillside
opposite, aiming for the the bealach
between Sgurr Mor and Sgurr an
Fhuarain. Though very steep, the pathless
slope is grassy and has no difficulties.
Once at the ridge there are sudden views
down to Loch Quoich. Sgurr Mor is to the
west, but having come so far it is worth
considering a detour to the east first to
climb the Corbett of Sgurr an Fhuarain.
Back at the bealach, begin the ascent to
Sgurr Mor using a stalkers’ path which
heads to the right of the ridge crest part
way up the slope, gaining height in a
series of old zigzags before rejoining the
ridge high up. A false summit is crossed
before the final cairn comes into view.
From here the mountains of Knoydart
provide a sensational backdrop to the
pointed summit of Sgurr na Ciche.

The quickest return is to retrace your
steps, but there is a fine alternative route
as far as the pass. Head down the steep
and rocky southwest ridge of Sgurr Mor;
the going is made much easier by the
stalkers’ path. This descends to a first
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bealach and then traverses Sgurr Beag
before a long descent to the lowest
bealach on the ridge at 662m. Cross this
bealach and continue a very short
distance up the far side to pick up another
stalker’s path which gradually descends
across the south flank of the ridge before
doubling back to drop down into Glen
Kingie. 

At the floor of the glen cross the fence
and the River Kingie to contour round the
boggy slopes on the far side before
climbing gradually up into the Feith a’
Chicheanais pass crossed earlier in the
day. Take a last look back at these remote
hills before retracing the outward route to
Glen Dessary.

Alternatives
Hillwalkers who are also kayakers can
reach the foot of the northern side of
Sgurr Mor by paddling across Loch Quoich.

Fort William

Sgurr Mor
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Gairich (919m) the roaring

Distance 15km
Ascent 870m
Time 5 – 6 hours
Start point OS Grid ref: NH070025
Map OS Explorer 399 
Terrain & hazards extremely boggy
initially, with short and very easy
scramble near the top

Gairich is the final peak of the great ridge
that extends from Sgurr na Ciche.
Despite its diminutive size it is far
enough from its neighbours to have
great character, and the relatively short
ascent is rewarded with superb views.

Start from the Loch Quoich Dam; there
is parking just west of the dam on the
south side of the road. The dam is a
massive 320m long and 38m high. It was
built in 1962 in one of the largest of the
hydro-electric schemes which brought
electricity to much of the Highlands for
the first time. Start out by crossing the
top of the dam from where you can
examine the craggy northeast face of
Gairich.

Follow the rough and very boggy path,
keeping close to the water at first. After
1km the path climbs away from the

reservoir and passes the southern end of
Lochan an Fhigheadair. Underfoot
conditions improve as it crosses a low
bealach before heading down towards the
forestry below the Bealach na Faire to join
another old route. Don’t be tempted by
the gate here; instead bear right onto a
rough trod which rises alongside the
forest fence to reach a stalkers’ path from
Glen Kingie.

Climb Druim na Geid Salaich in a series
of zigzags to reach the extensive plateau
of Bac nam Foid where the path becomes
indistinct. Bear west towards Gairich; the
path becomes clear again on reaching
steeper ground. It keeps to the left of the
ridgeline at first before zigzagging sharply
right to ascend to the foot of a steep
section. A newer path worn by Munro-
baggers now leads up the ridge whilst the
older stalkers’ route cuts across the face of
the hill. Take the newer route; the ridge is
very steep higher up with a tiny bit of
simple scrambling before reaching the
summit. Gairich is one of the smallest of
the Munros, but its isolated position gives
it a superb outlook over the waters of
Loch Quoich and towards the rugged
peaks of Knoydart and Glendessary.
Return by the same outward route.
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Gleouraich (1035m) the roaring
Spidean Mialach (996m) peak of the louse

Distance 12km
Ascent 1130m
Time 6 – 8 hours
Start point OS Grid ref: NH032028
Map OS Explorer 414 
Terrain & hazards good stalkers’ paths are
a great aid on these steep and rocky peaks

With splendid rocky corries on their
northern flanks these two Munros 
offer superb hillwalking. Access is eased
by some good stalkers’ paths; the one
used on the descent in particular being 
a remarkable monument to the skill of
its builders.

This route starts from the tiny road
which runs along the north side of Loch
Quoich. There is parking opposite the end
of the stalkers’ path coming down from
Gleouriach at NH029029. Begin by heading
east along the road for 400m until a post
marks the start of another stalkers’ path,
this time heading for Spidean Mialach,
which slopes up the hillside to the right
and passes beneath the electricity pylons.

The going becomes quite boggy in Coire
Mheil; continue to the Allt Coire Dubh
where the path begins to fade out.
Heading upstream until the burn diverges;
cross the left branch and trace the right

one upstream. Choose a good point to
strike off directly up the open slopes,
aiming directly for Spidean Mialach. The
large summit cairn is perched on the edge
of the dramatic northern cliffs.

Ahead is the most spectacular part of
the walk. Follow the ridge, with a whole
series of steep, rocky corries forming the
northern edge, soon descending quite
steeply to the Fiar Bhealach. After a slight
dip, tackle the final rocky climb to the
cairn and trig point of Gleouraich, 
the second Munro of the day. There are
good views of the little-known grassy 
side of the Glen Shiel Ridge and also 
into Knoydart.

Continue to a junction of ridges and
take the path which leads down the left
branch. The pointy top of Sgurr na Ciche
can be seen across Loch Quoich as the
path crosses a flat shoulder and then 
runs just below the crest of the Druim
Seilleach ridge on its western flank. The
path is good, but you can’t help but be
aware of the great gulf on the right where
the slopes drop straight into a finger of
Loch Quoich far below. After heading back
onto the ridge itself the path descends 
the nose of Sron a’ Chuillin via a series of
zigzags and leads southeast downhill,
soon joining the Allt Coire Peitireach
down to the road.
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Sgurr a’ Mhaoraich (1027m)
peak of the shellfish

Distance 14km
Ascent 1025m
Time 6 – 8 hours
Start point OS Grid ref: NH014040
Map OS Explorer 414 
Terrain & hazards good stalkers’ path
eases the first part of the ascent; the
steep and rocky return over Am Bathaich
can be avoided by returning the same way

The location of this solitary Munro
between Loch Quoich and Loch Hourn
makes it an outstanding viewpoint. On
its own the mountain can be climbed
quickly, but the longer, circular route
given here is well worthwhile.

There is space to park just after the
concrete bridge over the northern leg of
Loch Quoich on the road to Kinloch
Hourn; if full, park carefully on the verge a
little further on. Start by following the
road west, looking out for the start of a
stalkers path at NH010034. Follow this up
the lower slopes, passing under the
pylons to reach the wide ridge of Bac nan
Canaichean. Follow the ridge across the
two summits of Sgurr Coire nan
Eiricheallach; it falls steeply on the
northern side into Coire a’ Chaorainn.
Pass a drystone dyke, after which the
ridge narrows for the final rocky climb up
Sgurr a’ Mhaoraich. In calm conditions
the panorama deserves a lengthy break.

The entire South Glen Shiel Ridge
stretches out to the northeast, but it
cannot compete with the view towards
the great peaks of Knoydart, with the sea
and the Cuillin of Skye beyond. In the
opposite direction is Loch Quoich; the
current waterline was created in 1962
when the loch was dammed as part of the
largest of the hydro-electric schemes
which first brought electricity to the
Highlands.

If looking for a short day or the weather
is closing in, the quickest descent is back
down the outward path. However, the
route can made into a circuit by heading
around Coire a’ Chaorainn before making
a steeper descent. Follow the summit
ridge NNW for about 350m before
descending the steep NNE spur to the
Bealach Coire a’ Chaorainn. The best line
up the craggy slopes opposite is to keep
to the left initially before traversing back
to the right once safely above the
difficulties. 

Continue ENE over the bumpy summits
of Am Bathaich before the ridge starts to
descend more steeply. Pick up a stalkers’
path which starts on the south side the
ridge. This eventually zigzags down to the
Allt Coire a’Chaorainn; cross this and
head downstream by the boggy south
bank. After 1km the path meets the track
coming down the glen from the
abandoned farm at Alltbeithe. Turn right
to emerge on the road near the start.
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Alternatives
A quicker but less interesting route starts
2km further west along the road. Start up
the track which leads under the pylons
and up into Coire nan Eiricheallach. When
it meets a burn coming down from the
Leac nan Gaidhseich turn left and follow
the water, continuing up onto the ridge.
After crossing a bumpy shoulder bear
north to gain a ridge which leads up onto
Sgurr a’ Mhaoraich. 

Sgurr a’ Mhaoraich
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Luinne Bheinn (939m) sea-swelling hill
Meall Buidhe (946m) yellow rounded hill

Distance 27km
Ascent 1585m
Time 10 – 13 hours
Start point OS Grid ref: NG765002
Map OS Explorer 413 
Public transport bus or train to Mallaig,
then ferry to Inverie (no road access)
Terrain & hazards extremely rugged,
steep and rocky terrain throughout, with
odd bits of very simple scrambling

These two superb hills are at the heart 
of the remote Knoydart peninsula. They
provide a challenging walk amidst a
stunning landscape of sea and some 
of the finest mountains in Scotland.
(NB: There is no road access into
Knoydart from outside the area – see 
the area introduction). 

From the pier at Inverie turn right to
pass the Old Forge pub. Follow the road
by the loch shore but when it bends right,
take the track ahead signed for
Kinlochourn and Strathan. This climbs
through the trees; at the top edge of the
woods bear right through a gate,
following the track which now slopes
downhill, eventually passing the Brocket
Memorial high on a knoll on the left. Lord
Brocket was an absentee landlord, MP and
Nazi sympathiser who evicted many
tenants to ensure the continued use of

Luinne Bheinn
Meall Buidhe

the land as a shooting retreat. The uneasy
relationship between residents and
landlowners continued until the
community buyout in 1999 – since then
the population has grown to around 100.

Take a track branching right to cross the
glen, soon reaching a footbridge over the
Inverie River. Beyond this is Druim Bothy
– this locked bothy is owned by the
Kilchoan Estate and is available to rent, a
lovely if very midgy spot at times. Cross
another footbridge, this time over the Allt
Gleann Meadail, and follow the path
below the crags at the lower end of the
Druim Righeanaich. Once beyond the
crags leave the path and find a way up the
steep slope on the left to gain the ridge.
There are faint bits of path in places but
in high summer bracken makes this
ascent a real struggle; at such times it is
worth considering the alternative of
continuing up the path to the head of the
glen before making a steep and rocky
climb to Meall Buidhe from there.
Otherwise, once the ridge is gained the
going is relatively easy to the top of 
An t-Uiriollach. There are magical views
looking back to Inverie Bay, the islands of
Eigg and Rum and the Sleat Peninsula of
Skye beyond.

The short descent leads to a
straightforward climb up the ridge to
reach the Munro summit of Meall Buidhe.
From here, continue to the east top and

Climbing the ridge onto Luinne Bheinn
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follow the clear path which descends
steeply through the crags and avoids any
real difficulty. Without the path a safe
descent to the Bealach Ile Coire would be
very tricky to find.

A rough ascent leads to the grassy top
of Druim Leac a’ Shith, the summit of
which is bypassed on the west side. 
A spectacular view of craggy Ben Aden
and the length of Loch Quoich is revealed.

Descend via Meall Coire na Gaoithe’n Ear
to reach the lowest point between the two
Munros, the Bealach a’Choire Odhair.
From here a sustained climb involves
some straightforward scrambling to gain
the east Top of Luinne Bheinn. The aerial
view of Barrisdale Bay and Loch Hourn
with Beinn Sgritheall towering beyond is
heart-stopping. Continue past the
summit cairn to descend the ridge,

steeply in places, to Bachd Mhic an
Tosaich where the path peters out. Before
the end of the ridge bear west down
boggy slopes to reach an even wetter
path. This follows a line of old fenceposts
to reach the cairn marking the high point
on the Mam Barrisdale pass.

You can join any hikers heading to

Inverie from Barrisdale by turning left
here to follow the old, well-graded path
downhill. By the time Loch an Dubh-
Lochain is reached, the path has
deteriorated into a boggy mess in places,
but it improves once beside the loch.
After the ruin a track soon rejoins the
outward route below the Brocket
Memorial with a final gentle climb to
return to Inverie.

Luinne Bheinn • Meall BhuideFort William
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Ladhar Bheinn (1020m) hill of the hoof

Distance 22.5km
Ascent 1400m
Time 9 – 12 hours
Start point OS Grid ref: NG765002
Map OS Explorer 413
Public transport bus or train to Mallaig
then ferry to Inverie (no road access)
Terrain & hazards rough, rugged and
remote, with pathless ascent to ridge and
some straightforward scrambling

A stunning and challenging circuit on
what must rank as one of the very finest
Scottish hills. Breathtaking mountain
and sea views, dramatic ridges and vast
crags falling into Coire Dhorrcail all add
up to make a truly memorable Munro
ascent. (NB. There is no road access into
Knoydart from outside the area – see 
the introduction).

From the pier at Inverie head right to
pass the Old Forge pub. Follow the
waterside road past the village and then
turn up a track at a bend, signed for
Kinlochourn and Strathan. At the next
bend go right through a gate and follow
the track, eventually passing below the
prominent Brocket Memorial. Ignore the
branch for Gleann Meadail to the right
and continue towards Loch an Dubh-
Lochain. From just before the loch up to
the Mam Suidheig bealach is a pathless
ascent over awkward ground, particularly
in high summer when much of the
ground is covered in bracken. The climb is
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Alternatives 
A classic round of Ladhar Bheinn can be
done from Barrisdale Bay on the shores of
Loch Hourn. This is reached by a long up-
and-down approach path from Kinloch
Hourn; it is possible to camp at Barrisdale
or pay to stay in the private bothy. This
route involves some steep scrambling to
gain Stob a’Chearcaill before following
the route described above to the summit.
The descent is made via the Stob a’Choire
Odhair ridge.

often a hard slog and reaching the bealach
is a relief. Follow the ridge east towards
Aonach Sgoilte, with ever improving
views in all directions. Bypass point 636m
on a grassy rake and rejoin the ridge on
the climb beyond.

At the top of the next rise, at point
758m, the ridge divides into two crests.
Keep in the gap in the middle to descend a
grassy gully before traversing right to pick
up the next section of ridge; the left-hand
crest ends in crags. On the next climb a
rocky section is avoided on the left before
reaching the flat summit of Aonach
Sgoilite, marked by a small cairn. 

The path widens here as walkers
coming up from Barrisdale join the route.
Head northwest down the grassy slope to
the Bealach Coire Dhorrcail. The steep
climb beyond involves a couple of easy
scrambles, with the views becoming ever
more impressive with dramatic glimpses
down into Coire Dhorrcail. An awkward
step is needed to surmount a further
rocky band, where shorter or less
confident walkers may need a helping
hand, before the final walk up the 
summit cone. 

Ladhar Bheinn has three summits; the

Stob a’ Choire Odhair ridge, the final arm
of the circuit of Coire Dhorrcail from
Barrisdale Bay, sweeps away to the right
from the first summit, providing a
fantastic background for posing photos.
The true summit is the second top,
marked by a small cairn, whilst the third
has what remains of a trig point. The
whole ridge has some of Scotland’s best
views, with the Cuillin of Skye providing
the final touch of magic.

The descent continues along the ridge,
easily at first, becoming steeper before
reaching a bealach just short of a lochan.
From here, aim southwest down steep
slopes of grass and rock into Coire Garbh.
As the gradient lessens, a clear but soggy
path keeps to the left of the forestry
before following the river downstream,
passing the ruins at Folach. Go through a
gate to cross the bridge and join the track
for the long plod back to Inverie. At the 
T-junction at Folach Gate turn left to
follow the track on through the Mam
Uidhe. On the far side it descends through
more forestry to return to Inverie; keep
straight on at a cross-tracks to emerge
near the Old Forge pub – and after such a
walk you deserve a pint!

446 447

The Seven Men of Knoydart and the
Knoydart Foundation
Like many places across the Highlands, the
Knoydart Peninsula was cleared of tenants
in the mid-19th century, following a period
of misery caused by potato blight and the
failure of herring stocks; the tenants were
forced to emigrate to Canada and were
replaced by sheep. By the 1930s the estate
was owned by Lord Brocket – a former
Conservative MP with strong Nazi
sympathies; he was reportedly friendly with
Ribbentrop and attended Hitler’s 50th
birthday party in 1939.

Knoydart was requisitioned during World
War Two for the training of commandos
and SOE agents, but was returned in 1945 to
Brocket who sacked many of the local staff
and discouraged anyone who tried to enter
the peninsula. Tensions increased, and in
1948 the Seven Men, some of them
returning soldiers, launched a land raid on
the estate and staked out new crofts.
Despite public sympathy the Seven lost the
eventual legal battle – and the land. A giant
memorial still commemorates Lord Brocket
in the glen behind Inverie, and it wasn’t
until 1981 that a second smaller memorial
was built in the village itself to remember
the Seven Men and their fight for the land.

In 1999 the estate was bought by the
Knoydart Foundation, a partnership
between local residents, Highland Council,
neighbouring estates and the John Muir
and Chris Brasher Trusts. Since then the
community’s fortunes have been revived
strongly, and a new pier was opened to ease
boat access in 2006.

Ladhar BheinnFort William
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449448 Ladhar Bheinn and Loch Hourn
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